Imaging polarimetry of the fogbow: polarization
characteristics of white rainbows measured
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The knowledge on the optics of fogbows is scarce, and their polarization characteristics have never been
measured to our knowledge. To fill this gap we measured the polarization features of 16 fogbows during
the Beringia 2005 Arctic polar research expedition by imaging polarimetry in the red, green and blue
spectral ranges. We present here the first polarization patterns of the fogbow. In the patterns of the degree of linear polarization p, fogbows and their supernumerary bows are best visible in the red spectral
range due to the least dilution of fogbow light by light scattered in air. In the patterns of the angle of
polarization α fogbows are practically not discernible because their α-pattern is the same as that of the
sky: the direction of polarization is perpendicular to the plane of scattering and is parallel to the arc of the
bow, independently of the wavelength. Fogbows and their supernumeraries were best seen in the patterns of the polarized radiance. In these patterns the angular distance δ between the peaks of the primary
and the first supernumerary and the angular width σ of the primary bow were determined along different
radii from the center of the bow. δ ranged between 6:08° and 13:41°, while σ changed from 5:25° to 19:47°.
Certain fogbows were relatively homogeneous, meaning small variations of δ and σ along their bows.
Other fogbows were heterogeneous, possessing quite variable δ- and σ-values along their bows. This
variability could be a consequence of the characteristics of the high Arctic with open waters within
the ice shield resulting in the spatiotemporal change of the droplet size within the fog. © 2011 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes: 010.1290, 110.5405.
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One of the most spectacular atmospheric optical phenomena is the rainbow occurring when sunlight is

reflected from water droplets falling in the air [1–5].
The physics of rainbows is well understood and
a large amount of knowledge has been accumulated in the last century [6–13]. Among others, the
polarization characteristics of the rainbow have
also been studied theoretically [14–16] and experimentally [17,18].
A special type of the rainbow phenomenon is
the fogbow, also called Ulloa’s ring, Bouguer’s halo,
mistbow or white rainbow [19–22], when sunlight
is reflected (back-scattered) from tiny water droplets
levitating (slowly sedimenting) in the air. The emergent sunlight is mostly deviated by 135° to 150° from
its incident direction to produce the main fogbow
of 30°–45° radius centered on the antisolar point.
The deviation corresponds roughly to the geometric
optics angle of minimum deviation of ∼138° for the
42° radius rainbow [1,4,23]. The first observation
reported as a written account was made in 1735 by
Ulloa and Juan from Mount Pambamarca in the
present-day Ecuador [22]. Lee and Fraser [5] also
presented several older documentations from Theodoric, Avicenna and Witelo, but the phenomenon
was misinterpreted in these old descriptions. While
Theodoric correctly noted that the primary rainbow
and fogbow arose in the same way, he offered no convincing explanation as to why their colors differed.
Avicenna explained that the diameter of his cloudbow was reduced because he grew more distant from
the sun as he descended the mountain toward the
bow. Witelo simply regarded the white rainbow
as a combination of thin vapor and clear illumination. According to Hunter [24], Horace Benedict de
Saussure put forward a theory that in fog the floating
droplets of water are small hollow spheres. The
French scientist August Bravais followed de Saussure in holding this theory. Tyndall [19] sought for
these hollow spheres but could not find them, and
he had no difficulty in disproving their existence.
According to Lynch and Schwartz [25], the unusual
appearance of the fogbow is correctly attributed to
its origin in small droplets, the radii of which are less
than ∼50 μm, and thus diffract light strongly.
The optical characteristics of the fogbow depend
on the size of the fog droplets. Because of the small
droplet size the differently colored arcs overlap considerably, therefore the bright fogbow is white. The
reported mean drop radius is always smaller than
60 μm, and usually ranges from 25 to 50 μm. According to Lynch and Schwartz [25], the fogbows are paler
and more faded for drops smaller than 50 μm, and
will exhibit colors if drops are larger than ∼100 μm.
As the droplet diameter increases, the primary bow
narrows and the supernumerary bows inside the
main bow move close together (Fig. 1). Cowley [23]
found that these supernumerary bows are produced
by the constructive and destructive interference of
overlapping wave crests along the main light path.
The fogbow occurs more rarely than the rainbow;
thus its optics have only scarcely been studied. The
polarization of fogbow light has been demonstrated

Fig. 1. (Color online) Simulated appearance of the fogbow as
a function of the droplet diameter D ranging from 5 to 100 μm.
The fogbow patterns were computed by the software IRIS
(© Les Cowley [23], http://atoptics.co.uk). φ: angle (clockwise from
the vertical) of the direction of a given radius. δ: angular distance
between the peaks of the primary bow and the first supernumerary
bow. σ: angular width of the primary bow. θ: angular distance from
the bow center along a radius.

with photographs taken through linear polarizers
[26,27]. According to Können [15], the degree of
linear polarization of the fogbow is lower than that
of the rainbow; therefore the fogbow usually cannot
be totally extinguished with a linearly polarizing
filter. The polarization characteristics of fogbows
have never been quantitatively measured. To fill this
gap, using imaging polarimetry, we measured the
polarization features of several fogbows during the
Beringia 2005 Arctic polar research expedition in
the red, green, and blue parts of the spectrum. We
present here the first polarization patterns of the
fogbow, which can also inspire future theoretical
and computational studies in this topic.
2. Materials and Methods

The polarization characteristics of fogbows were
measured by imaging polarimetry between 25
August and 20 September 2005 at different locations
during the third part (Leg 3) of the Beringia 2005
international Arctic polar research expedition organized by the Swedish Polar Research Secretariat.
The expedition crossed the Arctic Ocean with the
Swedish icebreaker research vessel, the Oden (departing from Barrow, 71°170 N, 156°470 W, Alaska
and arriving in Longyearbyen, 78°120 N, 15°490 W,
island of Spitsbergen, Svalbard, Norway). The method of imaging polarimetry has been described in detail elsewhere [18,28–31]. In our polarimeter we
used a 180° field-of-view fisheye lens (NikonNikkor, F ¼ 2:8, focal length 8 mm) with a built-in
rotating disc mounted with three broadband (275–
750 nm) neutral density linearly polarizing filters
(Polaroid HNP'B) with three different polarization
axes (0°, 45° and 90° from the radius of the disc).
The detector was a photo emulsion (Kodak Elite
Chrome ED 200 ASA color reversal film; the maxima
and half-bandwidths of its spectral sensitivity curves were λred ¼ 650  40 nm, λgreen ¼ 550  40 nm,
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λblue ¼ 450  40 nm) in a roll-film photographic
camera (Nikon F801). For a given fogbow three
photographs were taken for the three different directions of the transmission axis of the polarizers. The
camera was set on a tripod such that the optical axis
of the fisheye lens was nearly horizontal or pointed to
the center of the fogbow. After 24 bit (3 × 8 for red,
green and blue) digitization (by a Canon Arcus 1200
scanner) of the three chemically developed color
slides for a given fogbow and their computer evaluation, the patterns of the radiance I, degree of linear
polarization p and angle of polarization α (measured clockwise from the vertical) of skylight and
fogbow light were determined as color-coded, twodimensional, circular maps, in which the center
was on the horizon or coincided approximately with
the center of the fogbow, and the angle from the center θ is proportional to the radius from the center
(center: θ ¼ 0°, circular perimeter: θ ¼ 90°) [Fig. 1].
These patterns were obtained in the red, green,
and blue spectral ranges, in which the three colorsensitive layers of the photo emulsion used have
maximal sensitivity.
The angular distance δ between the peaks of the
primary and the first supernumerary bow, and the
angular width σ of the primary bow (Fig. 1, Table 1)
were determined from the pattern of the polarized
radiance PI ¼ p · I (where I is the radiance, and p is
the degree of linear polarization) measured in the red
spectral range, since the disturbing light scattering
between the polarimeter and the fogbow as well as
behind the fog is the weakest in the red part of
the spectrum. The original PI patterns were quite
noisy. Thus a smoothed version of each PI pattern
was created by replacing the polarized radiance
value in each pixel with the value averaged on its
20 pixel × 20 pixel neighboring area, the center of
which was the given pixel. In this smoothed PI
pattern the center of the fogbow was determined by
fitting a circle on the primary bow. Then, the curve of
polarized radiance of the fogbow was obtained along
a given radius of the fogbow. The angular distance δ
between the peaks of the primary bow and the first
supernumerary bow was determined as the angle between the maxima of PI of the primary bow and of
the first supernumerary bow along the investigated
radius. The angular width σ of the primary bow was
determined as the angle between the two local minima of PI around the PI maximum of the primary bow
along a given radius.
3. Results

Figure 2 shows the color picture, polarized radiance
PI ¼ p · I, and the patterns of the radiance I, degree
of linear polarization p and angle of polarization α of
an Arctic fogbow measured by imaging polarimetry
in the red, green, and blue parts of the spectrum. In
the color picture [Fig. 2(a)] the almost full circle of
the white fogbow can be well seen, and the first
supernumerary bow is also slightly visible. The background of the upper and lower parts of the fogbow is
F66
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Table 1. Angular Distance δ between Peaks of Primary Bow and
First Supernumerary Bow, and Angular Width σ of Primary Bow of
Arctic Fogbows Measured by Imaging Polarimetry Along Different
Radii (from Center of Bow), the Direction φ of Which Is Measured
Clockwise from the Vertical

Radial
Direction φ
0°
30°
−30°
0°
30°
−30°
0°
30°
0°
30°
60°
−60°
−30°
0°
30°
60°
−60°
−30°
0°
30°
60°
−60°
−30°
0°
60°
−60°
−30°
60°
−60°
−30°
0°
30°
−60°
−30°
0°
30°
60°
−60°
−30°
0°
30°
60°
−60°
−30°
0°
30°
60°

Angular Distance
δ of Peaks
Fogbow 1
10:0°
9:47°
8:93°
Fogbow 2
6:36°
8:17°
11:65°
Fogbow 3
7:90°
—
Fogbow 4
6:61°
7:95°
7:48°
6:74°
7:68°
Fogbow 5
8:10°
8:10°
8:57°
9:04°
8:64°
Fogbow 6
—
6:90°
7:70°
7:37°
—
Fogbow 7
6:26°
7:47°
7:88°
6:93°
Fogbow 8
7:34°
7:55°
6:08°
Fogbow 9
7:00°
7:67°
7:40°
6:73°
Fogbow 10
7:74°
9:76°
6:80°
7:40°
10:84°
Fogbow 11
10:85°
8:02°
13:41°
8:02°
9:16°
Fogbow 12
9:16°
7:48°
7:88°

Angular Width
σ of Bow
14:51°
15:04°
14:37°
14:13°
12:39°
15:40°
16:94°
10:31°
13:29°
14:29°
14:09°
15:49°
16:69°
13:53°
15:80°
13:79°
15:94°
12:25°
16:54°
15:67°
16:27°
14:33°
15:33°
10:84°
17:97°
12:52°
—
16:56°
18:76°
14:89°
12:86°
11:71°
11:78°
13:46°
17:17°
—
15:28°
16:96°
18:98°
14:48°
13:61°
14:08°
16:17°
19:47°
12:87°
8:96°
15:49°
(Table continued)

Table 1. (Continued)

Radial
Direction φ
−60°
−30°
0°
30°
−60°
−30°
0°
30°
60°
−60°
−30°
30°
60°
−60°
−30°
0°
30°
60°
−60°
−30°

Angular Distance
δ of Peaks

Angular Width
σ of Bow

7:81°
7:81°
Fogbow
6:39°
8:82°
9:29°
9:29°
Fogbow
6:66°
6:26°
6:60°
6:13°
8:01°
Fogbow
12:05°
6:80°
6:60°
9:56°
Fogbow
6:33°
6:94°
6:33°
7:14°
7:54°

16:57°
15:29°

13

14

15

16

16:49°
14:81°
16:36°
15:08°
12:52°
8:95°
14:47°
9:90°
14:88°
13:40°
15:89°
5:25°
14:34°
14:35°
10:85°
11:65°
9:97°
10:24°

the blue sky and the dark sea surface, respectively.
The topmost part of the bow is almost invisible
due to the low density of the fog there: where the
fog is thin, the radiance of back-scattered fogbow
light is low and overwhelmed by the more intense
skylight from the background and foreground. The
fogbow is best visible in the red radiance pattern
[Fig. 2(c)] and least visible in the blue radiance pattern [Fig. 2(e)] because the blue skylight is least intense in the red and most intense in the blue. As the
wavelength λ decreases the radiance of the fogbow is
progressively overwhelmed by the skylight, the
radiance of which increases with decreasing λ. The
consequence of this is that the fogbow is almost
indiscernible in the blue part of the spectrum
[Fig. 2(e)].
On the other hand, both the primary fogbow and
its first supernumerary bow are well visible in the
pattern of polarized radiance PI [Fig. 2(b)]. In the PI
pattern the fogbow is clearly seen even at its topmost
part, contrary to that in the color picture [Fig. 2(a)] or
the radiance patterns [Fig. 2(c)–2(e)]. The reason for
this is that PI is the multiplication of the degree of
linear polarization p and the radiance I, and where I
is small, p can be high, as at the topmost part of the
fogbow. Although the radiance I is relatively large
in the red, green, and blue parts of the spectrum
between the sea horizon and the upper half of the
fogbow [Fig. 2(c)–2(e)], this half circular area is quite
dark in the PI pattern because there the degree of
polarization is practically zero (p ≈ 0) in all three
spectral ranges [Fig. 2(f)–2(h)]. In the PI pattern, the
region between the sea horizon and the lower half of
the fogbow is relatively bright in spite of the rather

Fig. 2. (Color online) Color picture (A), polarized radiance
PI ¼ p · I (B), and patterns of the radiance I (C)–(E), degree of linear polarization p (F)–(H) and angle of polarization α (I)–(K) of an
Arctic fogbow measured by imaging polarimetry in the red, green,
and blue parts of the spectrum. Angle α is measured clockwise
from the vertical. Figure b is a composite image of the polarized
radiance PI: in the red, green, and blue channels the PI values
measured in the red, green, and blue spectral ranges, respectively,
are displayed.

low radiance of the sea surface [Fig. 2(c)–2(e)]. The
reason for this is that the p of light reflected from
the sea surface is high [Fig. 2(f)–2(h)]. The sky is
bright blue in the PI pattern because I is relatively
high in all three parts of the spectrum, and I is
largest in the blue [Fig. 2(c)–2(e)].
Figure 3 shows the change of the degree of linear
polarization p as a function of the angular distance
θ from the center of the bow measured along five different radii of the fogbow in Fig. 2 in the red, green,
and blue parts of the spectrum. In Fig. 3 both the
primary bow and the first supernumerary bow are
clearly seen. The degree of linear polarization p of
the fogbow light decreases with decreasing wavelength, and more or less changes along the bow.
In the patterns of the angle of polarization α
[Fig. 2(i)–2(k)] we can see that the directions of polarization of the fogbow and its first supernumerary are
the same as those of the sky: the direction of polarization is perpendicular to the plane of scattering
and is parallel to the arc of the bow. The α pattern
is practically independent of the wavelength of light.
1 October 2011 / Vol. 50, No. 28 / APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (A) Directions φ ¼ −60°, −30°, 0°, þ30°, þ60° of the radii from the bow center, along which the data in Figs. 3–5 are
measured. (B)–(D) Change of the degree of linear polarization p as a function of the angular distance θ from the center of the bow measured
along five different radii (from the center of the bow) of the fogbow in Fig. 2 in the red (B), green (C), and blue (D) parts of the spectrum. The
directions φ (clockwise from the vertical) of the radii are given in the inset.

We measured the polarization characteristics of 16
fogbows in the high Arctic, the polarization patterns
of which were similar to those of the fogbow in Fig. 2.
Table 1 contains the angular distances δ between the
peaks of the primary and the first supernumerary
bow, and the angular widths σ of the primary bow
of these fogbows measured along different radii from
the center of the bow. δ ranged between 6:08° (fogbow
8) and 13:41° (fogbow 11), while σ changed from 5:28°
(fogbow 15) to 19:47° (fogbow 11). Fogbows 4, 9, and
16, for example, were relatively homogeneous, meaning small variations of δ and σ along their bows.
On the other hand, fogbows 2, 11, and 15, for instance, were heterogeneous, possessing quite variable values of δ and σ along their bows.
Figure 4 shows two examples of fogbows whose
polarized radiance PI, angular peak distance δ and
angular bow width σ changed only moderately along
the bow. Figure 5 gives two examples of fogbows,
along the bow of which PI, δ and σ substantially
F68
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changed. In Fig. 6, six selected fogbows were
compared with each other in the pattern of polarized
radiance in a similar way as in Fig. 1.
4. Discussion

In the patterns of the degree of linear polarization p
of Fig. 2 as well as in Fig. 3, the fogbow is best seen
in the red spectral range because p of light from the
fogbow is highest in this part of the visible spectrum.
The reason for this is that p of the fogbow light is reduced by (i) the skylight coming from the backgound
and (ii) the light scattered in the air between the fog
and the observer (foreground). Both scattered components show the highest and lowest intensity in
the blue and red spectral range, respectively, due
to the 1=λ4 law of Rayleigh scattering. Hence, the polarized fogbow light is the least diluted by scattered
light in the red part of the spectrum, and thus its net
p is highest in this spectral range. Furthermore,
both Rayleigh scattered components are almost

Fig. 4. (Color online) Change of the polarized radiance PI (in
relative units) as a function of the angular distance θ from the center of the bow measured along five different radii (from the center
of the bow) of the Arctic fogbows 6 (A) and 10 (B) in Table 1. The
lower insets show the pattern of the polarized radiance PI of the
fogbows. Along the bow the polarized radiance PI, the angular
distance δ between the peaks of the primary bow and the first
supernumerary bow, and the angular width σ of the primary bow
change only moderately due to the small change of the droplet size.
The directions φ (clockwise from the vertical) of the radii are given
in the upper inset.

completely unpolarized due to the large scattering
angles involved. For this reason the dilution (reduction) of the fogbow polarization is more extreme even
though the scattered light has the same direction
(angle) of polarization as the fogbow light.
Above the sea horizon, p of both the primary bow
and first supernumerary of the fogbow is highest in
the red spectral range [Figs. 2(f)–2(h) and 3(b)] and
lowest in the blue [Figs. 2(h) and 3(d)]. The reason for
this is that the radiance I of partly polarized skylight
increases with decreasing wavelength λ, thus the
background skylight dilutes progressively the fogbow light, which therefore results in a decrease in
the net p (of fogbow light and skylight) with decreasing λ. Above the horizon the fogbow and its first

Fig. 5. (Color online) As Fig. 4 for the Arctic fogbows 7 (A) and
11 (B) in Table 1, along the bow of which the polarized radiance
PI, the angular distance δ between the peaks of the primary bow
and the first supernumerary bow, and the angular width σ of
the primary bow change strongly due to the large change of the
droplet size.

supernumerary are quite dark gray in the p patterns
[Fig. 2(f)–2(h)] because both possess higher p values
than the backgrounding sky. On the other hand, in
the p patterns [Fig. 2(f)–2(h)] it is clearly seen that

Fig. 6. (Color online) Comparison of six fogbows (a)–(f) in the
pattern of polarized radiance PI measured in the high Arctic by
imaging polarimetry.
1 October 2011 / Vol. 50, No. 28 / APPLIED OPTICS
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the p values of the fogbow are quite low below the sea
horizon. Thus, below the horizon, the fogbow and its
first supernumerary are quite light gray (low p) relative to the dark gray (high p) sea surface. The reason for this is that the background light reflected
from the sea surface is horizontally polarized, while
the direction of polarization of fogbow light (being always tangential, i.e., parallel to the arc of the bow)
below the horizon is obliquely or vertically polarized.
Thus, the horizontally polarized water-reflected light
reduces the polarization of the tangentially polarized
fogbow light, resulting in a decrease in the net p. This
also explains why in the PI pattern the fogbow is
quite dark below the sea horizon, contrary to the
bright whitish bow above the horizon [Fig. 2(b)].
The appearance of the 16 studied fogbows varied,
that is the peak distance δ and the bow width σ changed more or less along their circular bow (Figs. 4–6,
Table 1). The main reason for this variability could
have been the spatiotemporal change of the droplet
size within the fogbow. Two coauthors of this work,
(S. Å. and G. H.) frequently observed that the appearance of a given Arctic fogbow changed drastically in
time as the fog became denser/thinner, or the fog
streamed turbulently as the observers were transported across the Arctic Ocean. This variability could
be a consequence of the characteristics of the high
Arctic: Open waters frequently occur in the ice shield
resulting in a sudden spatial change of the droplet
size within the fog at the water-ice margin. These
spatial changes are temporally modulated by the
changes due to atmospheric turbulency.
Figure 1 shows the simulated appearance of the
fogbow as a function of the droplet diameter D ranging from 5 to 100 μm computed with the program
IRIS developed by Les Cowley [23]. According to
Fig. 1, both the peak distance δ and the bow width
σ of the fogbow decreases with the increasing diameter D of the fog droplets. The value of D in fog
changes both spatially and temporally in a chaotic
manner due to the turbulence of air [32]. The angular
extension of the primary fogbow is about 2 × 42°.
Within this angular region the distribution of droplet
size can drastically change spatiotemporally, resulting in the diversity of the δ and σ values of the fogbows investigated by us (Table 1, Figs. 4–6).
We admit that the 180° field of view of the fisheye
lens used in our imaging polarimeter was not ideal to
study the fogbow, since it was too wide for the angular extension of 2 × 52° ¼ 104° of the fogbow including also the secondary bow. However, in the Beringia
2005 expedition, we used a full-sky (180° field of
view) polarimeter because our major aim was to measure the celestial polarization patterns of the high
Arctic under different sky conditions [33–37]. During
this expedition we did not have a lens with a narrower field of view. Thus we had to measure with
the only available 180° field-of-view lens.
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